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The Bahn Stormer
For Information or submissions

Contact Mike O’Rear
bahnstormer@rsp.pca.org

(Please put Bahn Stormer in the subject line) 
Deadline:  Normally by the end of the third 

week-end of the month.

Material from the The Bahn Stormer may be reprinted 
(except for ads) provided proper credit is given to the 
author and the source.  

Advertising Rates  (Per Year)

Copy is the responsibility of the advertiser.

Full Page:  $650
Half Page:  $375

Quarter Page:  $225
Business Card:  $100
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669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088 
www.arbormotion.com/rennstatt

Briarwood Mall

State Street

669 State CircleRennstatt is the Performance Division of Arbormotion

Springtime Is Almost Here And Some Porsche Drivers 
Are Already Getting A Head Start!

Make Your Appointment Today So You Can Be Ready 
And On The Road In Time For The Good Weather

rennstatt.com      734-761-1088

Serving Rally Sport Region from the Very Beginning!
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From the Front Seat
 By RSR President Peter Grant By RSR President Peter Grant

What you see below is a picture of a picture. Since I took 
this in 1978, the chances of finding the original negative 
are pretty much slim and none. But what you see is clear 
enough. What you are looking at is a 1939 MG TA. It is 
parked in the pits of the Lime Rock race track one early 
June morning, and it is about to go vintage racing.

 The car was 
owned by my best 
friend of the time, 
Gerry Weber, 
and was named 
a p p r o p r i a t e l y 
enough “Quasi 
Moto”. At 
different periods 
of time at this 
point in Gerry’s 

life, Quasi was his primary mode of transportation, but 
for this June morning it was our vintage race car. You see, 
Gerry had caught wind of a vintage race at Lime Rock and 
thought it sounded like fun…he was like that. And he asked 
me if I’d like to go with him. Sure! Why not? Hard as it is to 
believe, all you had to do to race was register and show up 
with a vintage car, and Quasi Moto was certainly vintage! 
A helmet and a car were all that was required. Boy, those 
were the days.
 Neither one of us had ever raced before, nor had we 
ever laid eyes on Lime Rock. But hey! We were young 
and invincible…or perhaps a bit dumb and very naïve. We 
towed the car on an open trailer from Gerry’s house in 
Birmingham, using his Dad’s SUV and a trailer of unknown 
source. Aside from a stop along the way to re-weld a broken 
front fender support that had given it up from bouncing up 
and down on the trailer, we arrived undaunted at the track 
and ready to go. 
 Gerry took the car out for the first “practice” session, 
which was basically figuring the track out, motoring around, 
and staying out of everyone’s way. Midway through the 
session I see Gerry coming into the pits waving something 
frantically above his head. When he got close enough, I 
could see he had the gear shift lever in his hand, but it was 
not attached to the car. Seems the circlip that holds the 
shifter down into its socket had somehow worked its way 
loose, and out came the shifter during one of Gerry’s shifts. 
My memory fails me as to how we managed to get that 
fixed…obviously needing a new circlip to keep the gearshift 

firmly planted in its socket…but we did. And I took my turn 
on the track. 
 My recollection is that there were some pretty serious 
vintage racers out there that day, but my recollection also 
remembers that few, if any, had roll cages…or even a roll 
bar.  We didn’t! As I said earlier…those were the days, or 
perhaps not. The biggest part of our racing effort was to 
push old Quasi as fast as he’d go (which wasn’t very fast at 
all) and stay out of the way of the “serious” cars.
 I don’t recall how long the race of that day was, but it 
was long enough for us to do a driver change, with Gerry 
starting the race and me taking over midway through. 
About halfway through my session, a guy in an MG TD 
hooked his front wheel over the curbing on a right hander 
and was off the track. I drove past before the dust had 
even settled, and was happy to see the guy looked OK. 
Being young and invincible as I was, I recalled a passage 
from Graham Hill’s book “Life at the Limit”, which I had 
just recently read, in which he commented that whenever 
there was a serious shunt, he would push even harder 
since he knew all the rookies would be lifting a bit out of 
fear. So I pushed old Quasi even harder too…not that it 
made much difference…but I did so just the same. The race 
was red flagged before I even completed the lap, and I was 
shocked to learn that the TD had actually flipped, rotating 
from its left front corner to the right rear corner, landing 
upright with the driver’s head never touching the ground! 
Now that’s what I call invincible (or is it just dumb luck?). 
His only injury was a dislocated thumb. But our “day at the 
races” was over. Undaunted and unshaken, we packed up, 
loaded Quasi back on the trailer, and towed him home…
ready to fight another day.
 Fast forward to an early June morning in 2020 in the pits 
at the Grattan Race Track, when Frank Burger snapped a 
picture of his beautiful 904 replica…a picture so striking it 
became the cover of our Jan-Feb, 2021 edition of the Bahn 
S t o r m e r … a n d 
reminded me of 
that early June 
summer morning 
in 1978 in the pits 
at Lime Rock.
 And that’s the 
view from the 
Front Seat.
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RSR Calendar of Events

April 5 (Mon.) 7:00 PM RSR Board Meeting -- TBD

April 24 (Sat.) 9:00 AM: New Member Party & 25th An-
niversary Celebration, ArborMotion in Ann Arbor.

May 3 (Mon.) 7:00 PM RSR Board Meeting -- TBD

May 11 (Tues.): Beginner’s Day High Performance 
Drivers’ Education Event Waterford Hills

June 7 (Mon.) 7:00 PM RSR Board Meeting -- TBD

June 11-13 (Fri.-Sun.): High Performance Drivers’ Edu-
cation Event at Grattan Raceway

July 11-17 (Sun.-Sat.): Porsche Parade, French Lick, 
  Indiana
 
August 6-8 (Fri.-Sun.): Porsches on the Mac II, St. Ignace, 

MI -- hosted by Motorstadt Region - PCA

August 27-29 (Fri.-Sun.): High Performance Drivers’ 
Education Event with Maumee Valley Region at Nel-
son Ledges, Ohio

September 14 (Tues.): High Performance Drivers’ Edu-
cation Event at Waterford Hills

Michigan State’s Pandemic Directives are constantly changing so watch for Rally Sport updates in your email.
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W.10 Mile Rd. Grand River Ave.

H
aggerty

Rd.

Grand River Ave.

W. 11 Mile Rd

H
alsted

Rd.

275 5

24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335

P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm

www.automarkcollision.com

AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car. 

Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other 

cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you. 

Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely 

turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.

When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,

bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –

and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,

cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return 

your vehicle to factory specifications.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance

Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
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Current Membership 532*

Member Anniversaries

Membership

Ken & Darcey Owings ..................................33
Sue Sarin ......................................................24
Jeff Layson & Linda Makris ..........................23
Allan & Nancy Rothfeder .............................23
Dinesh & Anand Telang ...............................22
Donna Wittl .................................................22
John & Yvonne Welte ..................................20
Kenneth Horen ............................................17 
Tim & Barb Pott ...........................................14
Richard & Susan Allison ...............................13
Frank & Shari Burger ...................................13
Jay & Stephanie Riegle ................................12

Gareth Williams ...........................................11
Tim Boertman & Kathi Manor .......................9
Tim & Jennifer Mistry ....................................8
Joe & Mary Pat Conen ...................................7
Robert Kay .....................................................7
Steve & Ellen Ramsburgh ..............................7
Ron & Deb Weisberger ..................................6
Gary Brandt ...................................................5
Bob Henderson ..............................................5
David & Corinne Dehnke ...............................4
Lynda Wolf .....................................................3
Tom Llewellyn ................................................2

* Includes 322 Primary Members

Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms 
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org.  Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA 
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter. 
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834 
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing.  If you have questions or need additional information please contact  Glenn (810-227-
7854 or gtrapper@gmail.com). 

Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members.  Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.

Address Changes: If  you  change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director: 
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will 
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.

*  Please take note:  Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with 
PCA national.

New Member
Nicholas Bissoon-Dath
South Lyon, MI
1981 Pacific Blue 928 S
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Last month we introduced the practice of Lead-Follow (L-
F) instruction for HPDEs. Let’s take a deeper dive into it.  
(see last month’s article Lead-Follow: What is it? The Bahn 
Stormer, March 2021)
 Have you ever noticed some advanced students (or even 
other instructors) going out behind or in front of an instruc-
tor?  They’re going out for a L-F session.  Sometimes, the 
instructor leads and other times they follow. By leading, the 
instructor can guide the student around the track and show 
the proper line, when they apply and release the brakes and 
how close to the edge of the track they are entering, apex-
ing, and exiting the corners. When following, the instructor 
can see how well the student places the car, how smooth 
they are driving the car, and how consistently they place 
the car in the turns.  They can also be proactive, instructing 
like they do while in the car. “OK, get ready, brake now. Roll 
off the brakes and turn in. Eyes up, look through the turn. 
Get on the gas.”, etc. using the FM transmitters and your car 
radio.  

 When you get a bit more accustomed to L-F, and more 
comfortable with your track driving, you will begin to no-
tice other things when following the instructor’s car, such as 
the attitude of the car (slip angle, and how much it dives or 
squats when braking or accelerating, respectively), smooth-
ness of the instructor’s lines, and you’ll begin to get im-
proved sightlines and visual cues.  The instructor will still be 
communicating with you via hand signals and through your 
radio and you’ll speak with them before and after each ses-
sion. 
 While we may miss in-car instruction in the near term, 
Lead-Follow is a great opportunity to learn our craft from 
a new perspective. Instructors are going to have a new tool 
in their toolbox to reach for, and students will have another 
way to learn a new skill. In the future, you may even have 
the chance to use both learning techniques at the track. 
There is always more to learn. Now it’s your chance to learn 
another technique.

Lead-Follow: What An Opportunity!Lead-Follow: What An Opportunity!
By Co-Track Chair Phil Mather and the Track CommitteeBy Co-Track Chair Phil Mather and the Track Committee
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3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

Michigan’s #1 Rated Bosch Service Center

When
  Sat., April 10, 10 am - 1 pm 

Where
  Online
  Your house or garage!

How
 Registration REQUIRED
 Use the link on munks.com, 
   or scan the code below.
 Zoom link & password will be 
   emailed the day of the event. 
   (check your junk folder!)

Virtual Porsche Tech Session 

It’s been a long time.
We miss tech sessions, too.
That’s why we’re hosting one you can 
attend from anywhere.
Watch as we install a track suspension on 
a Cayman (inc. live Q&A with Porsche techs)
We will also discuss:
  Corner weighting
  Track alignment 
  IMS bearings & failures
  The Element fire extinguisher
  Porsche FAQs
  and more!
You do not need to install the Zoom app to participate; 
you can watch using your browser.
Brought to you by Munk’s and SEMPCA
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My final year in high school, in 1970, our class was given 
a great opportunity for spring break.  Historically, senior 
classes would go to Washington D.C. with the teacher’s as-
sumption that impressionable young adults would experi-
ence all that our nation’s capital has to offer in the way of 
monuments and museums.  But a new idea was initiated on 
the year of my graduation: all the seniors who had taken a 
language class would be given the opportunity to travel the 
country that was representative of their language study.  The 
German students were off to Germany, Spanish students to 
Spain and so on.  I had taken Latin, largely because I was 
told it would be easy and challenging myself academically in 
my teenage years was never a high priority.  That was how I 
found myself spending spring break in Rome, Italy.
 Our school’s counselors and teachers made all the nec-
essary accommodations; planes were chartered, group 
reservations made, tours scheduled, costs were calculated 
and, of course, rules were made.  I had saved what seemed 
like a small fortune at the time to pay for the trip and allow 
for some spending money as well.  Among the many rules 
such as curfews, no drinking, and  meeting all the scheduled 
tours, there were two that were stressed above all the oth-
ers.  The first commandment was that we were not allowed 
to drive any motor vehicles of any sort.  The second was that 
we were under no circumstances to allow our passports to 
be out of our possession at any time.  American passports, 
we were told, were worth a small fortune on the black mar-
ket and getting back to America without one would be a 
dicey, time-consuming and expensive proposition.  I broke 
both.
 Our days had been carefully scheduled, each with a 
morning and afternoon four hour period where we would 
travel to some historic landmark and observe art at a mu-
seum or visit some  cultural landmark.  Evenings we pretty 
much had to ourselves and we also had two of our day time 
segments designated as free time; the only requirement was 
that we had to find our own way to the next scheduled activ-
ity.   Adolescent boys we were, and so three of my friends 
and I planned a special excursion on our first free period; we 
were off to a motorcycle rental shop.  Upon arrival we were 
informed that our U.S. driver’s licenses would be sufficient 
to operate a motor vehicle in Italy.  We were also told that 
we would need to leave our passports as collateral to assure 
the safe return of the rented equipment.  
 Calling what we were renting “motorcycles’’ might be 
stretching the definition a bit.  The machines we were of-
fered were closer to mini-bikes in their overall size.  They 

had very small displacement engines and three speed trans-
missions.  These were popular at the time as most vehicles 
in Italy were engineered for fuel economy since gasoline was 
very expensive throughout Europe then as it is today.  After 
the rental forms were signed and our passports were sur-
rendered, we found ourselves in front of the shop astride 
our rented mounts.  At this point in the tale, it is important 
to say that only I and one other of our foursome had mo-
torcycle riding experience. The other two of our party were 
total rookies.  Not to worry, we had coached them on the 
use of the various controls, how to clutch, brake, etc.  
 But even under the best of circumstances and in a low 
pressure situation, mastering a motorcycle clutch can be a 
bit tricky for the novice.  One of our two newbies didn’t fare 
so well right out of the gate. He added too much throttle 
and not enough finesse with finding the friction point of the 
clutch.  The lightweight bike responded by popping a rather 
impressive wheelie.  Our buddy held on to the handlebars 
doggedly, running behind as the rear fender and taillight 
scraped, crunched and banged its way down the street un-
til the whole mess finally plopped onto its side.  This entire 
event had been witnessed by the shop owner who was sur-
prisingly calm about the whole affair.  After we pushed the 
bike back a short distance to the shop, he merely shrugged 
his shoulder and suggested that our friend be given a bike 
with an “owtoematteek” transmission, aka Moped.  The Mo-
ped was basically an early hybrid. The rider had to  pedal it 
to get the dinky motor running which might then propel the 
thing to speeds as high as 45 mph, unless you were going 
uphill. Hills required the rider to augment the power plant 
via pedaling.  
 Our second novice actually did quite well.  After a jerky 
start, he got motoring along quite nicely in the rather chaot-
ic traffic of downtown Rome.  Italian driving rules back then 
were a bit like the rules of a street fight...no rules.  When a 
taxi made a sudden swerve in front of novice number two 
he, in a panic, responded by hitting only his front brake.  The 
tiny bike immediately went cartwheeling down the street, 
flipping and banging to a stop in the middle of the busy 
street.  Luckily, the bike was not hit by another vehicle and 
the thrown rider was not seriously hurt, only ripped pants 
and a bloody knee.  The bike however did not fare quite so 
well.  The fact they were lightweight was a good thing since 
we had to carry it back to the shop.  

The Italian Adventure The Italian Adventure 
By Past President Tim PottBy Past President Tim Pott

(Continued on page 15)



Porsche of Ann Arbor
2575 S. State St. 
PorscheAnnArbor.com

Soul, electrified.
The new Taycan Turbo. 
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Italian Adventure from page 13)
 Thinking that this second incident would surely be the 
end of our adventure, we were surprised when the owner of 
the rental shop just shrugged and got another bike with the 
“owtoematteek” transmission.  The four of us were finally 
back on the road with me contemplating just what exactly 
it might take to get our passports back and the image of the 
rental shop owner selling them to some seedy character on 
the black market, when my thoughts were abruptly inter-
rupted.  One of the bikes had sputtered to a stop as it ran 
out of gas.  A quick inventory of all our gas tanks revealed 
that the other three were running on fumes too.  With the 
price of gas being as high as it was, the shrewd rental shop 
owner had left us just enough gas to get out of range of his 
shop but no further.  Our cash on hand was running low and 
we didn’t have enough to fill the four bikes.  We made the 
decision that the two of us with the fueled bikes would go 
to our hotel room and pick up all of our remaining traveler’s 
checks which we would need to gas up the other two bikes 
and reclaim our passports.  
 By the time we had gotten the money and gassed up the 
other two bikes it was time to go to our next scheduled des-
tination.  How we were able to navigate (no google maps) 
to our meeting point I’ll never know but we did somehow 
manage.  As we were chaining the bikes to a rack, we saw 

with dread our chaperone and classmates directly across the 
street from where we had parked.  Luckily for us, no one 
noticed that we had arrived via the forbidden motorcycles 
and we quickly and casually distanced ourselves from them. 
 After our educational tour, I can’t possibly remember 
what it was, it was time to get the bikes back to the shop and 
face the financial consequences.  With all the complications 
foiling our quest, we had not been able to ride through the 
streets of Rome as we had planned.  We had only made it to 
and from the hotel, to our group meeting and back to the 
shop.  Upon returning, we were greeted by the owner who 
was shaking his head saying “Much expense!  Very much ex-
pense!”  It took most of our combined financial resources 
to pay for the damages and recover our passports, which 
left very little cash for the remainder of the trip.  But we 
did somehow manage to enjoy ourselves without any more 
drama.  
 I keep looking for a moral to this story.  I always like to 
find a moral but can’t for the life of me come up with one 
that seems appropriate.  Perhaps the moral is that young 
boys and motorcycles can both bounce (literally) back from 
adversity.  Perhaps the moral is that rules matter and not 
following them often teaches us what the rules were for in 
the first place.  Or perhaps it’s just that teenage boys are 
nincompoops.  

Ohio 555, Hocking Hills & Surrounding Driving Tour
June 26, 2021

SEM and MOR PCA are joining forces to bring you a driving tour where we can drive our Porsches the way they 
were meant to be driven. The legendary Ohio 555 (Triple Nickel), Hocking Hills and surrounding roads, are a few of 
the greatest driving roads in the Mid-West. This would be a perfect event to see what your Porsche was designed 
for.

Ohio 555 Hocking Hills
Event registration: https://clubregistration.net/events/signUp.cfm/event/11195

For more information, please contact:
> MOR PCA: Jose Isern (jisern59@gmail.com); ph:614-327-4095
> SEM PCA: Lucas Phan (lucas.a.phan@gmail.com) ; ph:248-787-8611 or 
     Jim Williams (jbwcfp@gmail.com) ; ph:248-561-8301 

The Southeast Michigan and Mid-Ohio Regions, PCA will be applying for this drive to be a sanctioned PCA Event (Waivers etc.) .
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Exclusive PCA apparel and accessories
Place your PCA pride on display with exclusive apparel, lifestyle products, and vehicle accessories. The PCA 
online store features a wide variety of shirts, jackets, hats, car models, PCA Region items, and much more for 
men, women, and children. 

SHOP ONLINE:  www.pcawebstore.org
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Freeze Your Road GrimeFreeze Your Road Grime
Story and photos by Pedro P. Bonilla, Gold Coast Region, PCA (see Pedros Garage ad on page 11)Story and photos by Pedro P. Bonilla, Gold Coast Region, PCA (see Pedros Garage ad on page 11)

In this era of eco-friendliness where everyone wants to 
be green and help preserve and protect the planet, some-
times it seems that we can’t.
 I mean, how can you remove years and years of road 
grime on a Porsche’s engine, tranny, and under carriage 
without using harsh chemicals such as degreasers, sol-
vents, abrasives, acids, etc., etc.?  Well, I just ran into the 
coolest and most eco-friendliest way of doing this.  
 I went to visit a friend, who is the owner a local Porsche 
Shop in the area, and when I got there I saw something 
that made my heart skip a beat or two. They had a Carrera 
GT (yes, the $400,000 supercar from Porsche) on a lift and I 
could have sworn that they were sandblasting the $20,000 
CCCB (Carbon Ceramic Composite Brakes) rotors and cali-
pers.  I though my friend had just lost it!
 I quickly ran over to stop the madness, but as I got clos-
er, I saw that what was coming out of the nozzle wasn’t 
sand, but what looked like water vapor. Cool”, I said to the 
owner, “using steam to clean the car?”  “Nope”, he said, 
“that’s not steam, it’s CO2 “ (carbon dioxide).

 I was immediately intrigued and started asking ques-
tions; “So, what is it and how does it work?”, “How do 
you generate CO2 under pressure?”, “Will it peel off the 
caliper’s paint?”, “What other chemicals do you add to the 
CO2 in order to clean?”, and a bunch of other ones.
 He stopped what he was doing and started to explain:
“This is called Cryo Detailing and we’re the first ones in the 
South East to apply the technology to automotive use.  It 
has a very powerful, specially designed air compressor to 

blast away oil, grease, and stuck-on grime using only CO2”.
“It is safe on paint, soft rubber, decals, etc.” and he then 
showed me how safe it was by blasting the beautiful, Car-
rera Silver, left fender on the Carrera GT with his nozzle.  I 
carefully inspected it, and it was perfect!
 “We do not add anything else. It’s just pressurized air 
and CO2“.  “Come with me, let me show you what’s inside 
the machine”.  I followed him and we went to a giant blue 
plastic bin which as he opened it I could see that it was full 
of what looked like steaming rice.  It was obviously rice-like 
CO2 pellets.

 As they were reloading the unit again with the pellets I 
took a handful (which almost burnt my hand from the in-
tense cold) to photograph them, next to a penny to give 
you an idea of their size.

 “The machine is fairly simple”, he said, “it’s a big air 
compressor which generates very dry, pressurized air, then 
uses the pressure and a venturi to add the CO2 pellets to 
the stream of compressed air through a hose.  Before it 
reaches the end, we install the correct size-for-the-task 
mesh and nozzle for the particular job we’re doing”.
“So, depending on the air pressure, on the dry-ice particle 
size and on the nozzle’s diameter and length we can do 

(Continued on next page)
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such delicate work as clean the white thread’s stitching on a 
leather seat or we can strip off paint.”
 “Why dry ice?”  I asked.  He answered: “The cold tem-
perature, which can be brought down to 111 degrees Far-
enheit below zero basically deep-freezes the grime which is 
then blasted away by the air pressure and the small dry ice 
pellets.  That’s why there’s no residue other than the dirt 
we’ve just removed.”
 “So did you guys invent this or what?” “No”, he said, 
“this technology is actually used by Porsche and its dealers 
in Germany, as a standard service.  We’re just the first in the 
area to offer this service.”
 When I got back to my office I went online to check and I 
found this on Porsche’s European Website:

 But, the skeptic that I am I said: “well, this is nice and 
dandy on a concour-ready Carrera GT, but does it real-
ly work on old, baked-in crud as that on my 14 year-old, 
214,000 mile Boxster? ;) He said, “bring it in tomorrow and 
I’ll show you.”
 The next day I was there bright and early with my old girl.
First I took a couple of “before” pictures to have something 
to compare.  Now, you be the judge:

 
 But maybe what impressed me the most was how deli-
cately the Cryo Detail takes off the grime but leaves the part 
completely undisturbed. Take a look at this aluminum sus-
pension part which was scribed at the factory.  You can see 
how well it cleaned, yet you can still see that the original 
aluminum surface was not altered (sandblasted) in any way.

 This is really interesting technology, in particular for en-
gine builders, car restorers and councour d’legance enthu-
siasts or just anyone who wants their Porsche as clean as 
possible, even in places that no one ever sees.  And the best 
part – it’s eco-friendly!
 To learn more about Cryo Detail and more, please visit 
my website at: www.PedrosGarage.com.

Happy Porsche-ing,
Pedro

© 2011 Technolab/PedrosGarage.com

Unreadable European Website Offer for CO2 Cleaning
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The 944 ChroniclesThe 944 Chronicles
 By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn) By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn)

It used to be you could find 944s in abundance on Craigslist. 
Just pull up the Detroit listings then zoom around to Cleve-
land, Cinci, Columbus, and Chicago and you had a good idea 
of what was available on the extended local market. The 
quality was anywhere from Hooptie status to nice clean ex-
amples that maybe just didn’t start or run quite right.  Half a 
cup of coffee and 30 minutes and you knew what was avail-
able and where in the local market. If you didn’t like what 
you saw on Craigslist, there was always Ebay. 
 All that seems to have changed.  Craigslist just does not 
have the listings like they used to and Ebay listings for 944s 
are mostly dealer ads with buy it now pricing.  They aren’t 
even auctions and the pricing is very optimistic.  However, 
there is a new alternative to the old standbys, it’s called 
Bring a Trailer.  Panorama classifieds excluded, Bring a Trail-
er is now the place to find 944s, 951s, 968s, or any other 
P-car for that matter 
 If you have not yet discovered Bring a Trailer you are 
probably spending more time in the garage doing produc-
tive work and less time on the computer avoiding said work.  
If you have discovered Bring a Trailer, you may have noticed 
you are spending more time on the computer looking at ex-
otic and unusual auction cars than you are in the garage 
working on your own car.  Or doing anything else moder-
ately productive for that matter.  In fact, more than one of 
my car buddies’ significant others has commented, with 
obvious displeasure, on the amount of time said car buddy 
spends on the internet looking at cars on Bring a Trailer de-
spite they have no actual intention of buying any.  It’s gear-
head version of staring through the toy store window.  In 
fact, if you subscribe to the Bring a Trailer website, you also 
get a daily morning auction update in your email.   Its a daily 
reminder to waste/spend, more time on the internet look-
ing at the toys in the window while having your morning 
java.  I have found it to be very addictive.
 And what makes Bring a Trailer so addictive? Well, lots 
of things.  Tremendous variety, lots and lots of pictures, 
driving videos, and the endless stream of online comments 
from not only the bidders but the observers and the sellers.  
You can find anything from a pristine K-car, to a Mclaren, to 
a 1982 Chrysler Sno-Runner.  

 Need a 911 2.4L engine? They have it. A 1970 914-6, they 
have one of those too, only 50K with 4 days left to go on the 
auction.

 The bidding process is very interactive with the sellers 
responding to bidder/observer questions and posting ad-
ditional materials as requested, things like maintenance 
records, videos, and more detailed photographs.  It is very 
easy to spend several hours, and I mean hours on a Satur-
day afternoon with a friend or two, a big screen TV, and 
some adult beverages scrolling through and commenting 
on the listings.  In fact, we have even developed some stan-
dardized questions and criteria to make it a bit more fun.

1) Can you guess the mileage on the Subaru WRX based on 
the current bidding price?  This question has brought us 
to the conclusion that if we were to buy a WRX we would 
just buy a new one since the old ones don’t seem to be 
any cheaper.

2) Does this car require hiring a riding mechanic or at least 
finding a local specialist and putting him on a retainer be-
fore bidding on the car? This criterion definitely applies to 
Aston Martin Lagondas, Maseratis, and anything French 
especially Citreons.  Range Rovers that haven’t had the 
air suspension swapped out for springs and shocks hover 
on the fringe of this group.

3) Is my garage nice enough to have this car in it? Probably 
not.  Unless your garage looks better than a Griots Ga-
rage centerfold you are not qualified to bid, on much less 
own, an Aston Martin V8 Vantage or a 911 GT3.  Stick 
with the 944. Most 944’s are used to living in less than 
posh garage spaces.

4) What am I missing here? As the old saying goes some-
thing, anything, is only worth what someone is willing to 

(Continued on next page )
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pay for it.  The same goes with cars on Bring a Trailer.  Here 
are a couple of examples:
 10K dollars for a 39-year-old Ford Escort.  Someone clear-
ly loves that car and intends to give it a good home.  

 Likewise, I could buy a slightly used almost new Civic Type 
R for the same money someone paid for that 1999 Si.  

 And not so surprisingly the price of 944s seem to be go-
ing up too, if Bring a Trailer is any indication.  No more deals 
but at least the quality seems to be commensurate with the 
prices.
 So, I have an idea for a club event, or at least an addition 
to a club event.  The next time we can have a movie night, 
instead of cartoons before the movie, we should do a group 
review of the current Bring a Trailer listings.  All we need 
is some internet access and connection to the projector or 
TV.  Oh, and a time limit. If just two gearheads can spend 2+ 
hours reviewing auctions imagine what an entire group of us 
could do.
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Ramblings From a Life With CarsRamblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz 

Automotive Pedals
How much do you know about the pedals in your car?  Can 
you describe them without actually going out to your ga-
rage to look?  Are they hinged at the floor or under the 
dash board?  Does it make any difference?   Are they lo-
cated at an offset angle or in line with the steering column?  
Are all car pedals the same size and shape?  Are they metal 
or have rubber pad covers over metal and does that make 
any difference?  There are people who have strong opin-
ions about pedals but I have to admit I am not one of them.  
I do recognize that pedals have an integral role in driving a 
car and can have positive or negative impacts on the enjoy-
ment of driving.  When you do actually put some thought 
into pedals you start to realize that there is more to this 
topic than is first apparent.
 To start with I started researching the pedals I am fa-
miliar with in the Porsches I have owned.  Having started 
driving a VW Beetle I was most familiar with the bottom 
hinged pedals.  I am sure there was a considerable amount 
of thought and engineering put into the design and place-
ment of those VW pedals.  Like many parts of early Porsche 
356 design their pedals appeared to be direct take offs of 
the VW design, if not possibly a direct carry over in parts.  
The pedals in the VW and the 356 were also offset to the 
right though we did not give that much thought.  The fact 
that they were not like the pedals in other manufacturers 
cars also did not seem to be important.  They worked well 
and were reliable which seemed to be all that mattered.  
 In fact this design carried over for decades with Porsches 
with almost zero engineering change.  My 1972 911 had 
that same pedal arrangement even to the right of center 
offset exactly like my 1964 356C.  It wasn’t until my 1986 
944 did I notice a new pedal design.  I say noticed but actu-
ally there was no difference in feel or operation other than 
pedal placement seemed to be more centered in front of 
the driver.  In general the bottom hinged pedals were the 
standard design for all air-cooled Porsches per my Porsche 
expert Tim Pott.  The better question would be why that 
design lasted so long.  Sebastion Gaeta supplied me with 
the parts diagram of the bottom hinged 993 and top hinged 
996 pedal arrangements.  The top hinged pedals seem to 
be more complex with possibly a more complicated assem-
bly.  Some pedal changes could be related to other related 
engineering changes such as the hydraulic clutch rather 
than the early 911 cable clutch and electronic throttle rath-
er than the rod controlled throttle.  Rick Mammel shared 

that the racing Porsches he worked on often followed the 
pedal arrangements of their production counterparts such 
as the 935 and its production derivative 930.  It was inter-
esting to observe that the Carrera GT reverted back to bot-
tom hinged pedals although the rest of the Porsche line 
had changed over to top hinged.   
  Back to whether this makes any difference I propose 
that you think about the natural movement of your foot 
while depressing the pedals.  Driving instructors will often 
say that the most effective way to move a pedal is with 
the rotation of the ankle rather than the movement of the 
whole leg from the hip.  It is almost intuitive to recognize 
that there is more finite control of rotating the ankle and 
much less muscle movement.  Obviously in physical terms 
the foot is rotated or hinged as you will from the bottom.  
The arc that the foot motion describes starts at the heel.  
If pedal travel is minimal this would seem to be inconse-
quential but short pedal travel can also result in less finite 
control.  Most pedal travel is in the two to four inch range 
to give the smoothest and most accurate control.  
 That raises the related issue of the height of the pedals 
off the floor board and the relative height of the pedals to 
each other.  This often varied from car to car and model 
and can make the difference between a car that is comfort-
able to drive and one that is tiresome.  Pedal height plays 
a vital role in that dying art of heel and toe pedal action in 
stick shift cars.  
 Also related to this topic is the covering of the pedals 
themselves.  Porsche has long gone with a rubber pad that 
slips over the metal pedal itself.  The size of the pedal is 
also quite critical when it comes to operational interfer-
ence and not depressing two pedals at once.  I find the 
rubber pad cover to be the most confidence inspiring and 
comfortable as opposed to the more trendy metal pedals.  
Any two pedal arrangements such as with an automatic 
transmission or a dual clutch transmission will have their 
own set of design differences especially if the car is driven 
with the left foot doing the braking.   Left foot braking in a 
traditional three pedal arrangement really puts a premium 
on pedal design.
  Now that this seed of thought is in your head I suspect 
that in every picture of a car interior you will notice the 
pedal design in ways you never had before.
 
Tom Fielitz
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Spring is in the air! It has been amazing to get outside for a 
walk and to start that spring cleanup. It also means it’s time 
to pull the Porsches out of their winter caves! Now would 
be the time to say, if you haven’t started your winter proj-
ects on them, it might be the time. Soon we will be start-
ing to see the influx of great events, both RSR and others, 
to attend. And for some of us, with the comfort that hav-
ing a vaccine brings, we will be able to participate in social 
events. I’m too young to be on a list yet but the more of us 
that get the vaccine, the safer we will all be! 
 Back to those winter projects now. I think that my 
Porsche is furthest along (this includes my daily driver 
which is out for a clutch...) in the winter project depart-
ment. It only needs its yearly tech inspection and a brake 
fluid flush! Then it will be ready to stretch at our wonderful 
DE lineup that we have slated for this year and the other so-
cial events that are currently being set up and finalized. As 
I have said before, we have a great group that has powered 
through the insanity of last year to continue to bring the 

highest level of events no matter what. We all thank those  
who put so much into making that happen. I will also do a  
shameless plug that anyone who is considering running an 
event or has an idea for one, please let us know. We can 
make it work and ensure that you won’t take it on alone or 
we can combine it with someone else’s idea to make a great 
and more complete event. The more events we have, the 
more we get together and the stronger the club becomes. 
 I would also like to mention that there have been some 
articles about some of the updates that have been develop-
ing with the HPDE program. I won’t go into details here but 
please be sure to read those articles. We want to assure  
you that we will have great track events for participants of 
all levels of experience, and that you will have a great time.
 Spring is here! Let’s get our engines warmed up and 
ready for a great year! I am looking forward to actually see-
ing all of you in person! This back seat is starting to be a 
little bit roomier now! Cheers!

From the Back SeatFrom the Back Seat
 By RSR Vice-President Kevin Kral By RSR Vice-President Kevin Kral
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Members & Visitor Present: Glenn Trapp, Patrick Grace, 
and Tim Pott

Call to Order:  Peter Grant called the Zoom meeting to or-
der at 7:05PM.

President’s Report:  Peter provided a helmet update, and 
he is trying to get spare HANS device hardware. He is also 
working on Glovebox, other IT stuff and events in the back-
ground.  Casey is working on our social media sites and 
keeping posts appropriate. 

Meeting Minutes:  February meeting minutes were re-
viewed.  Motion: To approve meeting minutes passed.

Treasurer’s Report:  Burghard reviewed the January and 
February reports. Motion: To approve the financial reports 
passed. REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to 
club members. Email Burghard Linn at burghard.linn@
gmail.com

Insurance Report: Patrick Grace will be looking at the cal-
endar to understand when he needs to request the certifi-
cates for our events. He will contact Jim Dowty for links and 
contacts from National.

Advertising Report: Burghard has sent out reminders to the 

advertisers that have not paid yet. 

Membership:  Glenn announced that the club membership 
is down to 321 members.  

Track Report:   Phil reported that our Nelson Ledges event 
is not showing up on MotorsportsReg yet and that Charlie 
was waiting for details.  The classroom documentation is 
coming together and should be ready for the first classroom 
session. The contract for Waterford is under review and it 
should be signed soon.

Newsletter:    Mike set the deadline for the 21st of March 
for content.
 
Website:   No report

Events Committee:   Jon shared his spread sheet for our 
events and he is still looking for volunteers/owners for 
events.

New Business:  None

Old Business:  None
 
Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at 
7:39PM.  Minutes taken by Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary.

Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board Meeting Minutes

Monday, March 1, 2021

Peter Grant:  President...........................................Present
Kevin Kral: Vice-President ......................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer........................................Present 
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary ................................Present
Mike O’Rear: Editor ................................................Present
Charlie Brown III .....................................................Present

Dave Finch ..............................................................Present
Jon Heidorn ............................................................Present
Matt Huber ............................................................Present
Jeremy Goddard .....................................................Present
William Rogers ........................................................Absent
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CARS FOR SALE  

1987 Porsche 928 S4 Track Car: VIN: WP0JB0922HS861215 
. See details at: https://my-
email.constantcontact.com/
JUST-IN--PORSCHE-928S4-
TRACK-CAR.html?soid=11147
18194487&aid=jYRka70yEL0 
or contact Conrad at 1-734-

645-5778 or email Conrad@SellYourSportsCar.net (04/21)

2008 Porsche Boxster 2.7L, 5-Speed Manual: 
VIN: WP0CA29818U711693 
25,591 Miles. One owner 
987 in excellent condition. 
Use this link to see the de-
tails and photos: 
https://conta.cc/3rlKD5S

or contact Conrad at +1.734.645.5778 or email Conrad@
SellYourSportsCar.net (04/21)

1984 Porsche 911 Carrera Coupe: 23k miles.  Grand Prix 
White w/ Burgundy All 
Leather interior, Limited 
Slip Differential, most avail-
able options. Porsche short 
shifter, stereo, and AC con-

verted.  Otherwise, original.  All records.  2nd owner. Just 
serviced. Excellent condition. $75,000.  Call Mark 313-506-
2697 or email mlubienski9@gmail.com. (11/20)

1992 968: 6sp, 92k miles, 4 year old leather interior (dash, 
door cards, center console), 
original rims, maintained at 
Automotive Techniques, 
coil over suspension. More 

pictures available. $24,750. Matt Huber 313-806-8505 or 
911Huber@gmail.com (8/20)
   
1985 Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet: Black on Black. 82,000 

miles. All done - needs 
nothing! Engine transmis-
sion, clutch, windshield, 
seats, battery, tires, body 
and shocks. More pictures 
are available. $58,995 OBO. 

questions please contact Kevin Watson at 734-646-8045 

OTHER ITEMS

4 Original Fuchs wheels: 15 x 7, dates not matched, 2 of 
the 4 wheels never mounted. $900, 
local pickup.  Contact Keith at 248-
439-0706. (04/21

4 Winter Tires and Wheels for Audi A6/A7: could fit other 
cars. Tires: Bridgestone Blizzak 245/45-
18 used for 2 winters
Wheels: Hartmann 8jx18 ET32, 5x112 
bolt pattern, mounted and balanced. 
Ready for use. $1000 obo. Contact Sue 

Sarin at sue@sarin.org or 248-425-6981 (01/21)

Set of 4 BBS Forged wheels with Bridgestone Protenza 
RE-71R tires: 245/45/18 Front and 
265/45/18 Rear. Used several times for 
HPDE. About 4/32 tread rear, slightly 
more front. Front 18 x 8.5 offset 56. Rear 
18 x 9.5 offset 48. Used on a 981.  $2,000 
complete. Respond to Ron via txt 

231-420-6455 or  berger54@gmail.com (11/20)

Track Ready Wheels & Tires for Boxster/Cayman:   Fit all 
981 Series, and probably 
new 718 Series too.  Bridge-
stone Potenza RE71R, front 
tires 235/45-18, rear tires 

265/45-18.  Same correct overall diameter as production 
19” or 20“ tires.  Tires have 4/32” to 5/32” tread remain-
ing.  This is the best street legal racing tire that Bridgestone 
makes, slightly noisy but super grippy.  Mounted and bal-
anced, ready to go on Sport Edition Cup 4 wheels, front 18 
X 8, rear 18 X 10.  $875.00/set.  Free delivery in NW Ohio or 
SE Michigan.  Call Dave at 419-376-0110. (8/20)

Genuine Porsche 911/Cayman 18” 997 Wheels: No curb 
rash. Has old winter tires (Michelin 
Alpine), but they were stored in a 
climate controlled environment - so, 
still soft. No dry rot and could be 
used. All balanced and ready to go. 
11x18 ET51 and 8x18 ET57. Buyer 

C L A S S I F I E D  A D SC L A S S I F I E D  A D S
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pays shipping or pickup from Michigan. $1250  Call 313-
909-7815 (7/20)

Set of 18” Formula 43 Aluminum Center Lock Wheels: cost 
$4,500 new. Used on 2011 GT3RS and 
they should also fit a 997 Cup Car or 
a 997 wide body (Turbo?). 12”x 18” - 
46mm, 9”x 18” - 47mm, Excellent con-
dition $1,800 Tom Krueger 313-570-
2223   (5/20)

Two full sets of BMW wheels: From 2008 3 Series. One 
with old winter tires. $300/set or 
$500 for both. Contact Vigen Dar-
ian 313-587-8637, (text preferred) 
or Vbdarian@comcast.net (5/20)

997 Parts: Parts are from a 911 997 generation 2 Carrera 
4S: used K&N air 
filters, new oil 
filter with O-ring, 
used 7mm wheel 
spacers, Porsche 
shoulder har-
ness pad, Center 

muffler, Manual Shifter Assembly, Intake Plenum. Will sell 
separately. Buyer pays shipping or pickup from Northville 
MI.  $500. John McIver; (734) 765-4585; mrjohnmciver@
gmail.com (09/19)

Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call 
Clem Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/19)

WANTED

Wanted To Buy: Let me help you clean out your garage of 
993 engine under tray, excellent condition only. Richard 
Zarbo, hawk914@comcast.net (01/21)

Road-Keeper Dual HD vehicle 
video system with GPS

The compact unit contains both 1080p HD cameras, GPS, 
accelerometers, and status screen. This allows for a very 
secure and stealthy installation in your vehicle. 

Use Road-Keeper on the road or at the track. Fully compatible 
with our Race-Keeper Comparo analysis application. Both 
cameras can be adjusted vertically and horizontally. Includes: 
power cord, 32GB Micro SD card, and mounting bracket.

Our latest innovation in video data systems is the Trivinci 
Road-Keeper system for recording dual stream 1080p full 
HD video and audio with GPS and accelerometer data.  $399

For more information:  Bill Stevens  614-214-9732  
   billstevens61@att.net

3088 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248-335-5424

You know Munk's.
But do you know about

Vintage Munk's?
Restorations since 1969  

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please 
contact bahnstormer@rsp.pca.org (Put “Bahn Stormer contact bahnstormer@rsp.pca.org (Put “Bahn Stormer 
Ad” in the subject line).  Non-members will be charged Ad” in the subject line).  Non-members will be charged 
$5.00/quarter.  Ads more than six months old may be $5.00/quarter.  Ads more than six months old may be 
removed unless resubmitted.removed unless resubmitted.
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